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johnson genealogy: records of the descendants of john ... - and genealogical information, and not
having access to the records of those towns and counties of massachusetts where the early generations of the
family resided, he was not able to trace the line back beyond the said david, although from some tra dition, or
other cause, he entertained the idea that the father of martha (ruggles) curtis, daughter of benjamin
and dorcas ... - massachusetts, then became the first pastor of the first church at new braintree in 1754.
there he remained the rest of his life.5 the births of the first three of benjamin’s children 1 lucius r. paige,
history of hardwick, massachusetts, with a genealogical register (boston: william of woburn worldchamberlaingenealogy - the history of hardwick provides a brief coverage of this family. in 1790,
moses chamberlain was living in hardwick, worcester co., ma, heading a family of 1-2-2-1 (1 male 16 years of
age and upwards, 2 males under 16 years of age, 2 females , 1 other free person). title description oldoningtonhistory - the genealogical history of the gallup family in the united states, the gavitts of westerly
ri ... massachusetts and stonington, connecticut scrapbook of mrs. marion haven wickes ... hardwick & relatd
families genealogies for the chick and hardwick families. book is divided into two parts: part genealogists’
handbook for new england research, 4 - 929 n423me genealogists’ handbook for new england research,
4th ed. 974.4 m383m historical data relating to counties, cities, and towns in massachusetts. 974.4 m383ma
[new edition of above] 974.4 c737m massachusetts: a bibliography of its history. 974.4 sch9ma massachusetts
genealogical research. bible, king, and common law: genealogical literacies and ... - bible, king, and
common law genealogical literacies and family history practices in british america karin wulf college of william
and mary abstract for centuries, genealogical fads with historically distinctive qualities have appeared in
disparate societies around the globe; from total- genealogical society of vermont - genealogical society of
vermont, vermont old cemetery association, thomas angell family association, new england historic
genealogical society, daughters of the american revolution, american chemical society (emeritus) and the
united church of hardwick. early massachusetts marriages - preserving our past for ... - early
massachusetts marriages. preface. the earliest settlements in massachusetts were along the coast line; and
the territory which became the counties of essex, middlesex, plymouth and barnstable, all in eastern
massachusetts, and extending indefinitely westward and inland, plenty large enough for years to meet guide
to the gentry collection of genealogical research files - gentry collection of genealogical research files,
irma and paul milstein division of united states history, local history and genealogy, the new york public
library. genealogical society of vermont - volume 19, issue 2, wh ole no. 74 page 3 robert grandchamp of
essex, vt., is currently engaged in writing a regimental history of the 9th u.s. infantry in the mexican war
1847-1848. raised in the new england states and led by norwich president col. truman ransom, the 9th fought
with general scott in his campaign against mexico city, including churubusco and chapultepec, where col.
ransom fell. ebenezer curtis, son of isaac mehitabel (craft) curtis, of ... - mehitabel (craft) curtis, of new
braintree, athol, and warwick, massachusetts by steven t. beckwith and h. allen curtis martha, wife of
ebenezer curtis, recently was established in her rightful place in the genealogical scheme of things, as the
daughter of the rev. benjamin and ebook free genealogies of mayflower families from the new ... bowman at the massachusetts society of mayflower descendants, genealogy publishing co. time, history and
genealogy of the families of old fairfield , 3 volumes€ full text of the new england historical and genealogical
register genealogies of mayflower families from the new england historical and genealogical register. in three
volumes. massog vol. 37 (2013), no. 2 - massachusetts society of ... - massog vol. 37 (2013), no. 2 61
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